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ABSTRACT

All foreign language textbooks contain ilnages and values, yet few language educators

spend tilne exan� ning these. 
′
rextb。。k irnages and values, however, can either promOte

learner self― esteem or damage it,can either create stereotypes or break them down,can either

encourage social concern or attitudes of selfishness, and can foster global awareness or

obstruct it.

This paper sets out to explore the role of images and values in foreign language textbooks

through an exa■ lination of six case studies taken from actual language teaching textbooks.

These case studies cover the teaching of vocabulary, grammar and dialogues. lΓ hey look at

problematic textbook portrayals of women, materialistic values, co■ lrnercial advertising,

foreign cultures and 、vorld geography. 
′
rhey also raise issues of bias and discrirnination,

professiOnal ethics and international understandilag.

INTRODUCTION

AlmOst an language teachers and learners use textbooks. Yet few stop to think deeply

about and discuss the kinds of values and images that foreign language textbooks contain,This

lack of awareness has been described by Beattie(1986p. 109)who notes〔 〔
teachers of lnOdern

languages in British schools talk quite frequently about rnethods, but rarely about values..."

Arnong educators wllo have addressed this topic are a number of foreign language teachers

involved in giobal educationo Starkey(1990p. 239), for example, points out what he sees as

the tourist― consumer flavor of many language textbooks and ass9rts((foreign language text‐

books are amongst the most fertile grounds for discovering bias, racism and stereotype".
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A/1ark (1990 p. 11-16), IIlean、 vhile, has discussed the topic of hidden values in textbooks,

which he illustrates through analysis of a textbook lesson on the structure〔
く
have got'生 This

uses sentences such as(く Iッife's greatI I've got a fur coat and swi■ lrning pool" to imply that

happiness is related to what ttre own.

Perhaps the most extensive troatment of this topic has been undertaken by Littleiohn and

Windeatt(1989p. 155-175). They identify six areas of what they can non― linguistic learning

in foreign language textbooks. These areas include:

l  The content of the textbook

2 The textbook's view of knowledge

3 The textbook's view of language learning

4 The textbook's view of teacher― student roles

5 0pportunities for the development of thinking skllls

6 Values and attitudes presented in textbooks

ln this paper, I would like to focus on#l and#6 above― the content of textbooks as wen as

the values and attitudes they portray, Some discussion win also be glven to#5-the develop‐

ment of thinking skills.

A short paper such as this can do no more than explore a few typical problems concerning

irnages and values in foreign language texts. The example problems l will exa■ line an come

from actual language textbooks nOMr in use.「 rhe textbook items deal with such areas as

vocabulary,grammar and textbook dialogues. The problems we win discuss concern discrimi‐

nation, materiansm and commercialism, stereotypes of foreign peoples and images of the

world.

Finally,it should be nOted that the ailn of this paper is not to criticige particular textbooks,

but to raise general issues of textbook design which l feel need to be discussed. No narrow

puritanism,〔(pohtical correctness" or censorship is intended. Rather, I hope to create the

opportunity to discuss with others in the foreign language teaching profession certain issues of

professional ehics,international understanding,global awareness and the portrayal of foreign

peoples and cultures.
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I IMAGES AND VALUES IN TEXTB00K VOCABULARY

Gairns and Redman (1986:p. 73-76)ctassify traditional apprOaches and techniques used in

the presentation of new vocabulary items intO three types:

(1) visual techniques(showing pictures, ■lime and gesture)

(2) verbal techniques(giving examples, definitions, synonyms, oppOsites)

(3) translation (giving the native language equivalent)

Though foreign language textbooks make use of rnost of these techniques, Inany textbooks,

especially for 10wer levels, utittze pictures to promote eficient learning of basic vocabulary.

However, the choice of image that textbooks rnake can promote values that either encourage

personal gro、vth or damage student self― esteem.

Figure l  shows an example of this kind of prOblenl frOm a recent cOnversationaI English

Figure l lmages and Valuesin
Textbook VOcabulary

From McLcan,P.(1993)7b〕,Plg 7う
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textbook written for Japanese  learners

(McLean 1993 p.20).This item is taken from

a chapter On《 Description"which uses pictures

to teach paired sets of vocabulary items such as

く〔
tall―short'' and 〔

〔young―old". The example

shown is an attempt to teach the vocabulary

items tく pretty" and 〔tugly". Pictures of two

young women are presented. One is labened

慰pretty"and the other is labelled《 tlgly".

First, let us consider the effect of these

pictures on individual learners. Suppose you

have a young woman student in your class who

resembles(〔 Sany",the woman labelled〔
tugly"in the picture.What Mπ

ould she think doing this

iessonP IIo、 v would she feel being officiany labened t(ugly"by her Enghsh textbookP Ittow would

this affect her self― esteemP her relations、 vith her classmatesP her trust in her Enghsh teacherP

her interest in the textbookP her motivation to learnP her attitude to Enghsh itselfP

Suppose you have a student in your class who resembles(〔 Ellen", the woman labened

t(pretty"in the picture. IIow would she feel about this lessonP While it rnay be true that some

、vomen students would feel good about beillg calledく (pretty"by their textbooks, this can also

have a negative impact. Your student may be a young woman who is intelligent and curious

訴
澪 螺

ugly

Is Enen pretty Or u81y?
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about the world, involved with sports and music, interested in history and pohtics, and active

in community affairs. Yet, because of this textbook, your student and other young women

who look like this will tend to be labemed 《pretty" with their other quahties likely to be

relegated to secondary importance。

Unfortunately, we live in a world、 vhere women's interests and abilities are often do、 vn―

played in favour Of an excessive focus on their physical appearance. Should language teaching

textbooks be reinforcing female learners'self― consciousness about their appearanceP Should

language textbooks present images、vhich rate women on a scale of beautyP

Finally, 、ve must also consider the influence of these images on the class as a whole.What

values or messages is this vocabulary item givilag to other students in the classroomP Possible

messages■light be:

that people can be labelled positively or negatively by terms such as【
くpretty"andそtugly";

that there are universal standards of beauty set by authorities(such as textbooks)that

can be imposed on students,

that only Womcn need be ranked on their appearance(no silnilar vocabulary pictures are

given of rnen to teach the、 vords t〔 handsome"or《 tlgly").

It could be argued, then, that this particular textbook ilnage could:

hurt the self― esteem and self― confidence of、 パromen language learners

damage student interpersonal relations in the classroom

lead to labening, name― caning and bunying of〔
〔ugly"women students

reinforce student stereotypes about personal appearance

In his famous ttI IIave a Dreanザ 'speech, A/1artin Luther I(ing talked about building a、 vorld

v「here people would bejudged on the content of their character,not on the colour of their skin.

The same ideal should apply for this issue of〔
〔
beauty". 1low can we as teachers try to promote

respect for an human beings if our textbooks are teaching our students to judge others

positively or negatively by their appearanceP I■ ow can we as teachers help learners see that an

people are beautiful when Our textbooks ten thenl《 people who look like this are pretty"and

〔【people who look Hke that are ugly"P How can we build a classroom atmosphere of mutual

trust among self― confident language learners when Our textbooks may be damaging our
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students'self― esteem and possibly encouraging name― calling and bullying in classP

Though less weH― known than preiudiCe based on sex, race or rettgion, preiudiCe due to

appearance is a very real problem. ]3yrnes (1987 p. 28-34), in her b00k on preiudiCe and

discrirnination in the classroom, devotes a whole chapter to it and even prOposes a name:

《
Aesthetic Discrimination Against Persons(ADAP)'生 As she points out,people young and old

are iudged by the way they look. Studies in this area have found thati

・   children judged unattractive are less hkely to be chosen as playmates and are characterized

with more negative social behaviour by other children

*  the media reinfOrce attractiveness stereotypes by equating beauty with goodness and

ugliness with evil.TV shows, movies and even children's fairy tales(《Cinderena",

《Hansel and Gretel", 
は
Snow White")tend tO portray the heFO Or heroine as handsome or

beautiful and the villain as ugly or homely.

キ  ttattractive"children are perceived by teachers as being more likely to succeed academi―

cally and sociany than《 unattractive"children.

For language educators, elirninating harmful textbook ilnages such as these is nOt only

important for students' personal development. It is also important for ensuring effective

language learnillg. Brown (1987 p. 102), for example, calls self― estee■1 
くtan irnportant

variable in second language acquisition"and cites studies which show that promoting students'

emotional well― being in class is a key factor in improved language proficiency, Similar studies

cited in Canfieldぞ 監Wens(1976p.3)have shown that self― esteem is actually a better predictor

of reading success in children than IQ. Educators such as Moskowitz(1978)have also helped

to raise a、vareness of this dimension through directing greater attention to affective aspects of

language learning.

Textbook vocabulary items, then, have the potential to promote or damage student self

―esteem,to perpetuate or eliminate sexisrl,to create or destroy a good classroom atmosphere

and to promote or interfere with language learning. Teachers, as 13yrne poillts out, are in an

excellent position to encourage children to accept others regardless of outside appearance.

Books such as those by Byrnes (1987) and Evans & Thomas (1986)、 vhich prOvide class

activities for overconling such discrirnination can be useful aids. Language textbook images

should help teachers, not hinder them, in this iOb.
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H IMAGES AND VALUESIN TEXTB00K GRAMMAR

It is hard to ilnagine gra■llnar being a powerful source of values. Somehow linguistic

structures seem on the surface scientific, obieCtiVe and value― free.Yet,to be properly taught,

all granllnar requires what Littleiohn and Windeatt(1989:p. 157)caH ttcarrier content"― the

sample topics used as the basis of language M/ork to illustrate the language structure or point

in questiOn。

If students are to understand the difference bet、 veen subieCtS, verbs and obiects, fOr

example,it is not enough to discuss these in abstract theoretical terms.Rather,some concrete

example sentences are needed to present and analyze. :Γ his carrier cOntent can range frOm

sentences like 
くtThe dog bit the cat"to sentences like くtNewton sa、

v the apple". Though the

teaching focus is on the grammar of subiectS,Verbs and ObieCtS,We must not fottet that this

grammar is beilag learned th■ otlgh some specific content, 、vhether dOgs and cats or apples and

philosophers.

Figure 2 gives an example of a granlrnar practice exercise which is briln■ �ng with hidden

values,「Fhe grammar point being studied is the conditional with a focus on the phrase《 If I

were... I would..."The sequencing of the grammar lesson is a fairly traditional three― part

procedure:

S物′グ:

If l vere rich,I wOuld build a new hOme.

Mo冴βJf

What would you do if you were �ch?
Ir l were rich′ I′dナ′々 ,,じv′sθ

`

And you?
I′db″プ,″ ,sIItrttJ.

PT滉じ

"じ

θf

l. buy a yacht/ny to Brazil
2. travel the Snk Road/give my parents a new car
3. buy a swiHimin8 POO1/do nothing
4.stop workhg/own a restaurant

Figure 2 1m電 鰤 and Valuesin Textbook CJrammar

Mac脇 遜 鷲 ♂
肋
=斃

励 ″f働瑯 め Jttgr崩ガね ヵ J塑れЪ ttα

Ａ‥

Ｂ‥
　
　
嵐
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(1) STUDY― presentation of an example sentence to illustrate the structure

(2) MODEL― a mini― dialogue to situate the gral■ mar structure in context and to prepare

students for oral pair practice

(3) PRACTICE― a set of cue phrases for learners to plug into the lnOdel for oral practice

The exercise is also taken from A/1cLean (1998 p l14), the Englsh textbook which featured

the(tpretty― ugly"vocabulary item discussed above.

What kind of topic does this gra■llnar exercise deal withP As can be seen, the carrier

content lvhich students are handed is the phrase ttlf l were rich...". The topic thus concerns

the question of how to use rnoney and has students,in the context of a grammarlesson,talking

about what they would do if they were wealthy.

What kind of values does this grammar exercise promoteP A look over the model sentences

and practice phrases immediately makes it clear that the lesson serves to promote values of

materialism,consumeris■ l and selfishness.The ll ideas offered in the exercise to the question

《What、vould you do if you were richP"comprise such answers as:

build a new home

take a cruise

buy an island

buy a yacht

fly to Brazil

travel the Silk Road

give my parents a new car

buy a swinllning pool

do nothing

stOp wOrkillg

o、vn a restaurant

Learners are basically given the choice of either(1)buying things for themselves oF their

families(homes,islands,yachts,swimming pools,cars)or(2)spending money to elliOy

themselves in expensive ways(cruises,overseas travel, owning restaurants).Nowhere is

there any hint that money can be used in other ways― to help others, to aneviate poverty, to

clean up the environment, to prOmote literacy, to help the homeless, to end hunger, to tackle

AIDS or to support worthwhile charities or social causes.

There are several points to note here:

(1) Imposed Topic― the conditional is introduced and practiced using the topic tく if I、 vere

rich". This topic automatically focusses students' attention on money, wealth and

luxury Yet this is just one of rnany possible topics for practicing the conditional. By

choosing other topics to carry the grammar, very different themes can be addressed

M「hich bring into prominence very different values. Consider examples such as these:
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GRAMMAR STEM

were...  a refugee

homeless

a pontical prisoner

HIV positive

pOOr

an African elephant

chair of the NobeI Peace Prize

UN Secretary General

Each of these topics can be used to introduce and practice the conditionaljust as wem as

our example《 if l were rich".Yet,instead of producing a rnind― set of rnoney,luxury and

selfishness, tllese examples highnght topiCS such as refugees, human rights and world

peace as well as attitudes such as empathy for others(the homeless, AIDS patients),

social awareness and empowermellt(what would ttο %do to solve world problems if you

were UN Secretary GeneraIP).

Imposed Values ― in this exercise, students are made to practice sentences which

manifest self― centred, consumer values, regardless of their real opinions. The exercise

is 100% contr01led, all answers are provided ready― made and no student input is

anowed. The drill nature of the exercise ensures that students must repeat these values

sentence after sentence as they internalize the grammar...and perhaps the values as

well.

Imposed Options― in addition to being made to repeat individual value statements,

learners are also shown only a restricted range of options. When students are given a

complete exercise like this where an answers focus on the idea《 If l were rich, I would

buy―――一― (for myself)"or〔
RI would do――一―一―(for myself)", then it is hard to avoid

falling into the rnindset that rnoney is there to spend only on oneself.With no alternative

offered, it is difficult to ilnagine nOn― selfish, non― materialistic uses of money.

Opportunity for Discussion― once the eXercise is finished,n00pportunity is given in the

textbook for students to discuss this topic or to give their own opinions.Wllat do they

think of these valuesP Do they agree or disagree with them?What、 vould they reaHy do

if they were rich?

TOPIC

refugee issues

homelessness

huttan ttghts

AIDS

poverty

endangered species

peace

world issues
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Ho、v cOuld this textbook gra■ llnar exercise be done differently,then?One way would beto

offer students a wider variety of topics and value choices in the language samples to help them

go beyond the materialstic topic and selfish■ �ndset offered here. Another way would be to

encourage students to present their own ideas and values while practicing the grammar. A

third、vay would be to arrange class discussion tilne for critical thinking about these textbook

values.

There is nothillg wrong with choosing a topic such as《 how to use money" to teach and

practice the conditional. Indeed, this particular carrier content contains great potential for a

meaningful discussion in the foreign language of wealth, poverty and the uses to which money

can be put.What is wrOng is to impose self― centred values on young people through grammar

practice, to exclude ideals such as community service and altruis11, and to prevent sharing

and discussion of personal values.

To summarize,then,all grammar must be taught througll some content.Yet the carrier

content we use to teach and practice language may also hold hidden values.If one of our goals

as teachers is tO educate people for active citizenship and positive participation in building a

better 10cal and global conlrlaunity, we should become more aware of values in textbook

gra■llnar exercises and see how they contribute to this goal.

IH COMMERCIAL IMAGES IN TEXTB00K DIALOGUES

For language learners in many countries around the world, language study takes place

within a highly competitive,comlnercial social context.As the American pop singerふ 江adonna

sings in one of her songs,《 、ve are living in a material world" in which buying and selling,

market shares and advertising, money and consumer goods play a very irnportant part.

Though sOme people see this as a positive trend hnked to a healthy econorny, Others see

commerciahzation as a negative influence. A number of people in North AInerica, for exam‐

ple, cOmplain how traditional hondays hke Christmas have lost their true spirit through

becoming toO cOmmerciaHzed and focussed on money.

Language learning takes place、 vithin a global rnarketplace. In a world econOmy of giant

corporations searching after profits, competition is often intense. Companies apprOach sening

with a mihtary mentahty ― eager to (tbattle" for larger shares of the market against their

competitors. Part of this conllnercial competition has lneant that businesses have gone outside
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traditional advertising areas such as frv coHllnercials and rnagazine ads into other areas in an

attempt to win more sales thrOugh neM〆 rneans of advertising.(Dne example is the way cigarette

and soft drink companies no、 v spOnsor spOrts events, regardless of how unhealthy their own

products are.

Another example is the push of coHlrnercialinterests into such areas as news and entertain‐

ment. In order to give their products more pubhcity, Inore and mOre companies are blurring

the boundary between information and advertising. The result is(tadformation"and《infomer‐

cials"― corporate― created information that looks on the surface like news but is actually airned

at rnentioning a company's name or product.

Entertainment is also a key target of corporate business. �生ovies, in particular, provide

special advantages for subhminal advertising. When our favourite actress drives away at the

end of the story or the movie's her6 takes a plane to his next destination, these movie scenes

are not iust innOcent parts of the script. Rather, they are hidden advertisements. The type of

car the actress drives or the airline which our hero takes are not decided by chance. Instead,

these are unique advertising opportunities which automobile and airline companies pay vast

amounts of money to buy frolll movie producers. So great is the invest4nent in this kind of

movie advertising that some corporations have even sued mOvie directors lvllen the scene with

their product gets cut during the editing process.

If news and entertainment have become this commercialized,what about educationP On the

surface, this may be hard to imagine. Education, after an, is concerned with kno、 A〆 ledge,

learning and personal development耶/hile commercialization is concerned with sales, products

and profits. Yet new developments like Arnerican school television which features educational

programs with T 「ヽ commercials in the classroOni make one wonder. Does any of this intense

competition for product advertising haVe any effect on foreign language teaching?IIave images

in foreign language textbooks become commerciahzed to any extent? To my knowledge,

commerciaHzation as an issue has never been discussed within the foreign language profession.

Yet commercial advertising in language textbooks certainly seems to exist.

Figure 3  shows an example of such advertising from a recently published language text―

book series on《 Englsh for lnternational Co■ lrnunication"(Richards et al 1990 p. 37). The

conversational dialogue sho、 ハπn is taken frOnl a chapter on sports and leisure lvhich focusses on

describing daily routines and activities. 
′
rhe dialogue is meant to practise the language of

routines along with the correct use of adverbs of frequency.
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団 CONVERSATION回
Listen and practice.

Cathy:What great muscles,PedrOI Do you
work outin a gym?

Pedro: Ycah,I do.

Cathy:How otten do you work out?

Pedro: Evev day alter work.You're in
pretty gOod shape,t00,Cathy.

Cathy: Thanks,I take an acrobics class

twice a weck.

Pedro: Good fOr you!HeyI Race you to

McDonald's lor a ёhocolate
■lilkshakel

Cathy:OK!

硼 盤 そ:砿
d� 99°)脱崩 町 r肋

=競
力rm赫 滅 Co-22う励 猛Camb韓 :Camb� dge

For language teachers used to seeing language textbooks as purely educational tools, this

dialogue in a popular Englsh language text by a major pubhsher may be shghtly disturbilag.

Imposed Advertising

This dialogue is supposed to help students improve their listening and speaking skills while

practicing adverbs of frequency. Yet,、 vhether they like it or not,students are also being made

to listen to and practice sentences which promote A/1cDonald's, a multinational commercial

fastfood chain.The dialogue sho、 ハ/n lnay nOt be as extreme as certain language drills one could

ilnagine(e.g. Teacher to students:《 Today class, we are going to practice the verb'to like'.

Please repeat after me:I like WIcDonald's, You likeふ 江cDonald's, He likes A/1cDonald's, She

likes �lcDonald's.… "). Yet, the language of the dialogue 覇/hich students are forced to

practice,《Race you to WIcDonald's for a chOcolate Hlilkshakel", is fairly blatant in putting

across the advertising messageく｀
Let's go to �lcDonald's". To make sure students can properly

identify A/1cDonald's, a picture of a McDonald's restaurant with its trademarkく tgolden arches"

is carefully inserted into the textbook illustration.
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P■ofessional Ethics

ln addition to this dialogue about h/1cDonald's, other products and corporations such as

Burger Killg,Coca Cola,Disney World and Seven― Eleven are all lnentioned(or is it better to

say《advertised"?)elsewhere in the same textbook. What are the ethics of featurilag commer‐

cial products in educational textbooks?How can it possibly be considered ethical to embed the

names of selected multinational corporations and their products into language teaching dia―

logues and exercisesP

The question therefore comes up, why would the textbook、 vriters and pubHshers include

this mention of h/1cDonald's in their textbookP No reason Or explanation is given in the

teachers'notes。  lFet, there are three possible theories that can be considered to explain this.

(a) Teachilag Culture

lf、ve are being generous, we nlight say that the textbook producers had good pedagogical

reasons for including this commercialば information"in their textbook. One possibility is that

the textbook writers were《 teaching culture" in an attempt to acquaillt foreign Enghsh lan…

guage learners、vith American life. This seems unhkely, though, considering the name of the

textbook 
〔〔
Interchange ― Englsh for lnternational CoHllnunication" or ■vhen we read the

foHowing phrase froni the introduction in the teacher's book:

TT77ι
 ttηと物婚ο ttι″滅 物 ″π力α夕2gι ぬ A%ο狗翻η βηgぬ分 力οηιυ″ ,レ″πttηgι 切 つιた 肋ι力訪

励αチ醜 ζ′広sカ ゲs ttι ″θγ′″

`%留
ογ励夕2と夕廼ι6り

′励あ2夕ηっαテ友9%α Jどθ陶%%%ゲ翻歩虎夕%α%ブ ケs ηθサ′ゲ物ゲあο″

力 αηノθ%ι θθク%チリ ,翅 θ%θγ θ筋′励陀 ."

If the text ailns to teach Enghsh for international co■ llnunication, 、vhy should so many

American cOrporations be mentioned in the text?One could persuasively argue that �lcDonald's,

Coca Cola and Seven― Eleven are part of international culture.To a certain extent,this is true.

�lcDonald's restaurants do exist in �笙osco郡〆, A/1adrid, Singapore and Sao Paolo. But rather

than teaching about world cultures or foreign countries, isn't this reaHy《 teaching"students to

recognize certain multinational corporations and about international Westernized consumer

culture?
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(b) Realism through Authentic Topics

AnOther possibility a� ght be that the textbook writers were striving for《 realis■■'' by

including names of prOducts known to students in an attempt to increase learnilag rnotivation.

This possibility is indicated by several phrases frOni the textbook's introduction:

勒晩πゑ聖解 ″αι力奮 s励諺%た 力 姑ι ttζぬ力ヵγゼυ空ガリ S'紡α肪%sα%″ ク́ゅοSιS陀励 プカ

2θ力 ,sθ力θοチ,sοθカテ蒻診,αηグルλ2陀 .… 勁℃斃子力οクサカ″π励夕2『ι,S励虎%ぬ 励υι ttι  9ククογ紡%ゲ炒

力.… 陶α々ιクsι げ 励ι″ οttη チ披 ιttι ttι %εtt α%ブ ωθγテ″ %々ο″″疱ι.… 物″πttzんgじ 虎αぬ ″
'肋

ιOη″ηク0紹ク サ9クカSナ励 チα杞 げ 力を力励″γοSチ α%″ %形%%ει力 うθtt s蕨諺 %港 α%″ チιαε力ι/s.E2ιカ

%%″ 力冴坊諺 s ttα ′―初οガ″ ″カタ縁筋蕨,%θη α %%θ妙 げ ケ砂ウCS._勁 陶軽 力ο″ 励ι ιο%郷ι,%α励紹′

α%″ 熔り協′肋ん醜 Cλ 夕拓θSι%カプ 励αチ翻η うゼクsι″ 力 陀α′―′姥 sゲ励α′力%s″ (夕 .カーχ).

Proponents of conllnunicative language teaching rnethodology certainly advocate the use of

《
authentic, from― hfe" materials such as newspaper and magazine advertisements in the

classroom(Richards&Rodgers 1986 p.80).However,there is a distinct difference between

including a page of advertisements from a newspaper for authentic reading practice and the

deliberate insertion as here of a corporation or product into a language teaching dialoguc or

exercise which students are forced to practice

(c) Paid Corporate Advertisillg in Textbooks

A further possible reason for the rnention of McDonald's in this dialogue exists,This is that

h/1cDonald's and the other companies rnentioned in this textbook paid the writers and pubhshers

to insert their products in the textbook.This is a shocking possibility to consider,yet it would

be naive to completely dis■ liss it.We talked earlier about the intense competition among large

corporations to advertise their products, This competition has become so fierce that corpora‐

tions now regularly pay huge amounts ofrnoney to movie directors and producers to have their

cars, airhnes or consumer goods appear in scenes of commercial movies, often without any

awareness about this on the part of the audience.C}iven this intense competition, it is certainly

not impossible that corporations lnight sirnilarly begin payillg textbook writers and publshers

to have their cars, airlines or consumer goods appear in dialogues of commercial language

textbooks without any awareness about this on the part of the language learners.

Again, it should be stressed that this is a shocking possibility to consider. Paying writers
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or publishers to advertise co■lrnercial products in an educational textbook is illIInoral and

unethical. If someone were to charge a textbook with bribery of this kind, it could result in

la鞘/suits for libel. And yet, 、vith no other explanation offered by the writers Or publishers for

the very blatant kind of cOmrl■ercial promotion seen in the McDonald's dialogue, this must

remain a distinct possibility.

Many language teachillg textbooks use dialogues for language presentation and practice.

For functional and situational texts airned at teaching the language of daily life,it is impossible

to ignore topics such as(4正 aking a Purchase"or<At the Restaurant'生  Yet traditionally, such

textbook lessons have strictly avoided rnentioning brand names or actual companies.This has

been done by either presenting neutral, generic situations(《 Let's go to that restaurant'',《 I'H

have the hamburger'つ  or by usillg imaginary brand names(《 Two bottles of Roxy Cola,

please'つ . Given the appearance of coHllnercial advertisillg in textbooks as shown by the

McDonald's dialogue discussed here, it is high tilne for the language education profession to

discuss in detail the ethical issues involved in using commercial images in textbooks. Other‐

Ⅵ/ise, we leave ourselves open to charges of bribery, corruption and educational prostitution.

IV TEXTB00K IMAGES OF FOREIGN PEOPLE:CULTURAL STEREOTYPES

h/1any foreign language textbooks take as one of their goals to introduce learners to the

culture of the target language. Thus, French texts feature topics about France, British EFL

texts focus On England and 」apanese― as― a―foreign-language texts contain information on

」apanese people and culture.

In addition tO images about the target language culture, foreign language textbooks often

include illlages and information about other peoples and cultures in the、 vorldo When accurate

and properly done, these images can promote knowledge about foreign cOuntries as well as

curiosity and empathy towards the people who live there. When badly done, such ilnages can

lead to intercultural lnisunderstanding and to dalagerous stereotypes.

Figure 4 shows one example of a language exercise deahng、 vith images of several wbrld

cultures. This particular exercise is taken from a UK listening comprehension textbook

designed for lower intermediate students of English (frodd 1981 p. 4). It is intended as a pre―

listening introductory activity for a lesson about describing people.
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MATCH THE PICTuRE
WITH TttE COUNTRY

French  Kenyan
Amer■ can Mex■ can
Chinese

HttК 4 Textbooklmges既還ヨ監協脇絆阻l Stermtyぃ
hmTodi F.(1981)Fοεtt Ligr921

What kinds of values are embedded in these images of people from different countries which

we see here?Let us analyze each picture in turn.

A/1EXICAN The picture chosen by the textbook to represent �笙exico shows a man dressed in

a poncho and a sombrerO hat sieeping under a cactus in the desert.On the basis of this picture,

Englsh students using this textbook打 �ght easily conclude that Mexicans are lazy, that they

sleep a lot,that they typically wear traditional dress of ponchos and sombreros, and that they

lve in the desert. Anyone who has been to A/fexico will realize that this image is both

inaccurate and insulting, rnore suited to an Arnerican co、 vboy movie than the real Wrexic。 。f

today.
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FRENCH The picture chosen by the textbook to represent France sho、 vs a rnan wearing a beret

carryiIIg some French bread under his arm with the Eiffel TOwer in the background. Do such

people exist in France?iFes. Is this the way most Frenchmen look?Definitely, not. In 1987,

I took part in an international su■ llner course on French language teachillg in Besancon,

France. This course、vas attended by 250 French language teachers frOm an over the world.

At one of the course sessions, the topic of《the image of French people shown in French

textbooks Overseas" came up. Durilag this discussion, several senior French acade■ lics and

education experts stood up to protest about the prevalence of this image of France in French

textbooks around the world.The arguments rnade were that this image ofthe bread― carrying,

beret― wearing Frenchman were outdated, insulting and unsuitable to represent the France of

the 1980s and 1990s.

CHINESE The picture chosen by the textbook to represent China sho覇 /s a pig―tailed man

wearing a conical hat,long― sleeved iacket, 10ng skirt and raised sandals with a pagoda visible

off in the backgrOund.Anyone visiting China nowadays would have a very difficult tirne trying

to find a Chinese person dressed like thisl f「 his is because the image sho、 vn here is of a(Dhinese

A/1anchu official frolll the Ch'ing Period(1644-1911),which ended rnOre than 80 years ago.The

custom of men's pigtails along with the wearing of this kind of dress disappeared soon after

China became a republic in 1912. As a symbol for China in a textbook for the 1980s, this is

tota■ y misleading. A number of Chinese foreign students at Tottori University who 、vere

interviewed informally about this picture unanilnously felt the image was inappropriate to

represent their country. Some even considered the picture as insulting or as a relnnant of 19th

century Western colonialsm and imperiansm.

KENYAN The picture chosen by the textbook to represent Kenya shows a sandal― clad woman

dressed in blouse and c01ourful skirt carrying what seems to be a basket of bananas against a

background of tropical plants,While itis true that there are rural women in Kenya who fit this

picture, this image shows iust One sub― culture of the variety of peoples who make up Kenya

as a nation. A quick survey of various reference books(HoffmaA 1988,Encyclopedia Britan―

nica 1988),for example, reveals that Kenya has 41 different tribes and that the breakdown of

the Kenyan labour force is 210/。  agricultural, 210/。  industria1/commercial, 139て  services and

47%publiC sector.Why then should a rural Kenyan farming woman represent the country any
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more than a NairObi businessman, a rural teacher, ah/1asai cattle herder or a A/1uslm civ』

servant in MombasaP

AA/1ERICAN The picture chosen by the textbook to represent the l」 nited States sho、 vs a man

with a Yale rr―shirt and black pants sittilag on a low bench. In contrast to the other pictures,

this image is the most《 culturally―nelltrar'.It has no identifying cultural markers showillg at

all― no background buildings such as towers or pagodas, no special headgear such as berets

or sombreros, and no culturamy significant objects such as French bread or banana baskets.

Why are such objects absent? The artist could easily have added a Texan co4/boy hat and

Statue of Liberty in the backgrOund to add anく Lttmerican"feelto the image.Yet,this picture

comes across as(〔 neutral"or, for a North American or European observer,(く normal''compar‐

ed with the exotic stereotypicaliFnageS sho、 vn of China,Mexico,France and Kenya.If we step

back for a mOment froln the stereotyped thinking promoted by this language learnilag exercise,

however,it becomes clear that this tr― shirt and jeans image is no longer particularly American

but has become rather an international image for young people throughout the 、vorld. I

personany have seen 〔t「Fale",〔く
]王arvard" or 

くt(」CLA" T―shirts and jeans on ordinary young

people in countries as diverse as Canada, Egypt, Russia, Singapore, France, Hungary,

A/1exico, πヽietnam and Japan. Why should this image, then, represent the US rather than any

other country in the worldP

Taken together, then,the pictures shoM〆 n here give inaccurate images of foreign countries

through an emphasis on the unusual, old― fashioned and exotic. Though probably intended as

interesting textbook pictures lxleant to stilnulate language learnillg motivation, these images

prevent learners from understanding the truth about contemporary ttfe and people in fOreign

countries. Such images also ignore the great variety of differences between people living in

these countries ― differences of age, of sex, of religion, of social class, of region, of sub

―culture, of ethnic group, of urban or rural communities, etc. It could be argued, then, that

the particular textbook llnages shown here:

encourage learners to accept distorted, insulting or out― dated images of specific countries

such as France, Attexico or China

encourage learners to think of foreign cultures in general as exotic, old― fashioned and
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bizarre (in contrast to(〔 normal''cultures such as ours)

*  encourage learners to accept simple stereotyped images as represelatations of entire

countries with diverse populations

Rather than contributing to international understanding, then, these images contribute to

international rnisunderstanding. They work to prevent the student from acquiring one key aim

of culture teachillg wltich Seelye (1985 p.3)describes as《 the intellectual and emotional

appreciation Of cultures other than his or her own... along with empathy towards their

people".

Language teaching textbooks, of course, are not alone in perpetuating these stereotypes.

A UK report eliitledく
〔Images of Africa''(van der Gaag&Nash 1987),for example,found that

school textbooks were one source of children's stereotyped views of Africa as a continent of

jungles, wild anirnals, starving people and prilnitive tribes. A study by Fticks (1980), de‐

scribed in his paper《 Images of the WOrld: An lntroduction tO Bias in Teaching h/1aterials",

similarly clailns that British textbooks are generany ethnocentric and perpetuate stereotypes。

This problem of textbook stereotypes has also been addressed by a number of North

American educators. Seelye(1985p.141), in his book on teaching culture, notesi

V物チ滅解ι肪滅 か 力拓 諺ιS蕨虎拷′げ α力%秒 ι筋チ蕨兜 た 励″ 励嘘 sα陀 力ηι ttC陀 %チ秒

励 ι躍 .aヵ をsヮ 筋 ο力ど 鳩 宅%%ε θS α%肋 θ―ιダ多つプ S″οガ S.勁 ● ク陶 υο々ι 筋 ″ %ιsチ ♭″ 励 紗 陀 ″ ヵ π ι

励ιι励%θσι%房θゲ炒げ 滅ι″αフηιγ.(tttο sを Fttηθ力物ι%α%%α′秒ιttυ ―励ι ttθ %々癒 σαどカ

οttιガ ''fLα ″η 4物 ιη 翻 %sα 陀 紹 α′秒 テ2つ ― 励 り
'陀 α肋 り s″ カカ2g s″s歩鉢 .'')

Geortte Otero,meallwhile,in his book《 Teaching About Perceptionsi the Arabs''(1987),has

this tO say:

力 陶αタリ εテ体sttοtts,dttιttO%去δα%ι″θSι″カ ケヮろ夕η%α滅9%αうοクチ囃 宅陀%チ 少ι
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励%ιs,Cοtto%″ブ初ケ励 %α吻密,物チ♂s,っ励θtt α%″ θ熔力物sチカαサα%報 をセ%歩 ,力ιS蕨虎%た 'υ力初s

げ チ励チと″θ″ 力θtt θ%励θsι ″ぢ乃杞ηιιS.レ物ιη盗力″ αbθ″ 励θ4筋bs,ヵγ ttα物)″ ,S励虎%た '

υ″pSヴ修%ιο%sλチげ α読 役望」1/静鶴 ι″%α%跨婉 α σα物房 カ カλ %αタリ タカιs肋力な励 ″%た

θ%減ι ttι sι力 (夕gl).4s ttγ οs物″′ 励 %αη  sθ力οο′物α力掏αぬ α%″ 励 筋ι物″歩α,Attι っιψ 肱

α陀 ″″カ プ 体 励 物τ じ劾 力 ε躍 物οη αチサ万b2燃 勿カカカs蕨虎 %た の3ι%熔ι力 ヵ物物励″ S形捷θ‐
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み″ S._4紹 bS αtt θθη η O%か Sワι%盗 Bιカ ク肋 〃υ力2g婉 ″%港 α%″ sゲチ歩物 gο%う〃肪 %sゲ うα夕街じた

げ οゲ′(勉 ゲゲゲ).

攪蒻筋οな どクタ7ι%カ カ %Sι 少杞dι%ケ ″カタツタιαttη αうθ″ 励ι4紹λチ励チ物ιγι体盗滋ιカカカカοο′
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物Odチ θυθttηクカ器″ι″.AbSθ励″ゅα〃チ笏力θθ魅 筋 %励ι″.… 効ι%肪 %ι″肋ι2物ιた,励ιブιsヮ舟

α%プ 励ι Bιあクルs ιυιη ttO斃シ励ι βιあ%励 ι″物ι%チ カあり 拓妙%sワηた′ιssチ励%s力 ίπι%サ げ 肋ι

力筋′少ψク励″ο%¢ξ 2).attιセヵ%,α S紘虎ηチそ υttιυsげ αηοttιγ協′妨陀 α陀 うぉιプ θ%sを形ε修グ
,

撃 8%ノ肋港ο,ケタ炉力望夕2α力θ%tttg l).も サ%″ιηJ6・ s力θク

"う
ι9ゅθSι″ 力 ″,υι/sο α%″ αεε%%2″ 所2筋 αιθ%サ

ο励ゼγ επ′滅γιs(夕g2).

V TEXTB00K IMAGES OF FOREIGN PEOPLEIPOLITICS AND THE COLD VAR

Foreign language textbooks not only deal with foreign peoples and cultures. They can also

reflect current attitudes linked to international pohtics, foreign relations, patriotism and the

government's view of〔 〔
national interest''.

Figure 5 shows one such example of politics in language teaching.′ rhis particular image is

taken from a British co■ llnunication skllls text for students of Enghsh as a foreign language

(Blundell 1984 p. 1). The cartoon images are part of a textbook conlic strip story which is

intended to intrOduce English grammar,vocabulary,functiOns and conversational expressions

throughく
texciting, imaginative stories and topics".

These pictures refer of course to the Cold War,the years when the US and its Western allies

、vere vying with the USSR and its Eastern aHies for control of strategic regions of the world.

It is obvious looking at the textbook that this cartoon story is a kind of parody of Cold War

spy movies which Ⅵrere popular up through the 1980s. frhough they aim at keeping student

interest through a cartoon format featuring spies and secret MreapOns, these textbook irnages

raise a number of important questions.

If one of the aillas given by national �笙inistries of Education round the、 vorld for school

language teaching and learning is to promote international understanding and world peace

(UNESCO― FIPLV 1975),how can fOreign language textbooks include images such as these

that cast certain nationalities in the role of 
くtthe enemy"P Should textbooks reinforce eth‐

nocentric notions thatく
〔
we"are the good guys and(く they"are the bad guysP Should textbook

writers and language teachers anOw themselves to be used for national propaganda?
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F聰即re S Textbook lmages of ettdgn PcOple:Pblit二cs and the Cold War
FFOm BttdOI,J.。 (1984J動じ為力ИS,∫ SrrtrP,r`】 btt F Oxfordi Oxford Un� 釘説y press.

These points are all important. fΓ oo often in world history have educators bent under the

pressure of the state to whip up patriotisni for(tour side"、 vhile stirring up hate forく
(the enemy"

in their students. Keen (1986)gives the best overview of how peoples and governments use

these kinds Of images to dehumanize others.

In contrast,what language teachers should be striving for is the kind of ideal stated by Fox

(1992):

Tんι ttθγテ″ぬ初紹誘ι″秒 θθげ tCt ωケ励焼 α%″ ♭ιttιι%%α滅9%d.ι/″初″,9紗みゲカ″υι ιεθ%θ%〃

少協θ施奮α%″ %α″力αぬ妨 %減盗夕″熔 晩攣勿Sチ ιαθ力οttιγ勿 物サチテιs力 ″力た力初ια′′んsι .r/初ι

歩ιαε力s励滋%た 力 %励θ θθttι紹歳,%α%″ 7♂ψοθチカγ οttιtt α%″ ヵγ ttο ι%υゲ陶%吻ιηチ,うο滋ん翻秒

α%″ gん bαり ,″をどθ妨瘍%形 力αbをあ″γ″励定力γ ιυιゅθ%θ θ勿肋ι夕励η
".Fro"初

ο%ιヵ物 ′″

た力γ ιθιι9印盗 α陶ク%″ 励ι″οガ″ヵ sιι θttιγ ι励切ヵ駕 ″οカケタ2g9♂αttsサ 滅θsι ヵπ容 婉 ο%″

邸 9υιttηttιηた αη″ sοど″″ιsチ協 チι%じο%夕狼 gι s蕨診 勿J6・ /ん%鳩 と陀 %サ %α,狗2sん sιι ιασ力 θttιγ 体

ι夕2ιタタτιCS.

VI TEXTB00K IMAGES OF THE WORLD

Language textbooks not only include images and informatiOn about foreign peoples and

cultures. They also include images of the world,usuany in the form of rnaps,When accurate,

these can promote knoM/1edge about world geography and tllus contribute to better global
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awareness. When inaccurate, however, these can lead to engrained ignOrance and geographic

illiteracy.

Figure 6 shows one example of a world map used for language teaching. This particular

map is taken from an American Englsh language text produced by a U](pubhsher for adult

and youllg adult English learners at false― beginner/inten■ ediate level(Graves&Rein 1988 p.

3). The map is intended as a visual aid for yes/no question practice on the topic of countries,

capital cities and languages.

缶と!亀鰍ranmぉ
ralatbn quetto、 your �cc wh釘

ざs Bra命 ?

Practice asking and answering questtons IIkc thcsct

A:Do you spcat FrenchP   A:Wherc.s Bras,1la?
B: Yes,I do              Bt lt's in Braz■

OR No,I don't         OR I dOnt know

Languages            Ca,ltal cities          Countries

Arabic           Brastta          Thc United States
EnBIIsh                CairO                 Canada
French                 MOSCOw                Egypt
ltallan            OttaWa            France
Japanese                 PariS                     Italy
POrtu8ucsc              Rpmc                  Japan
Russian              TOkyo                The Sovlct Union
_… Ⅲ2“争T,1____          Vashington,DC        araz■

驚 艇 韻

=Υ

路 置 T帯 ∬ 歓 溜 ユ 兌 励 ¢ぉ 肋 洸 Ox偽赴 Ox偽� un�鰯 ■y Prcs&
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At first glance,the inclusion of this world map seems praiseworthy from a global education

perspective, Wllile many traditional textbooks tend to focus on the geography only Of the

target cuiture (Britain and the US fOr English; France for French, etc。 ), this textbook is

making an effort to include an international perspective in its language teaching curriculum.

On the surface, then, it seems this textbook is promoting students'global a、 パ/areness thrOugh

language practice using a map of the world.

However,tO see if this is really being achieved,we need to take a closer,mOre critica1look

at the rnap itself. The map used in this textbook is what is called a Mercator proiection lnap,

a traditional type of map design wllich has seen wide use in education and other areas. When

we examine the Mercator map more closely,we soon nOtice a major problem(Fig 7a,7b,7

c).

The Wfercator map has one great prOblem.It seriously distorts area,On the textbook map

(Figure 6), Greenland is shown as

much larger than South AFneriCa. Is

this really true?  The  answer,  of

course, is nO. In fact, the area Of

Greenland is only O.8 million square

miles while South America has an area

of 6.9 milllon square miles(Fig 7a).

In actuanty, then, South Arnerica is

six tilnes larger than Greenland. Yet,

the WIercator map shows Greenland as

being significantly bigger.

SOWth A蜘齢 ∝ :6.9耐 ‖脅年mVea

The same distortion appears with the rest of the map. The countries of the Northern

henisphere,for example, Iook much larger than the countries in the Southern he■ 1lsphere.In

actual fact, the South, with an area of 38.6■ �nion square r� les, is reamy twice as large as

the North, 、vhich has an area of only 18.9 nlinion square nllles(Fig 7b).

Instead of helping our learners get an accurate vie、 ハ/of our planet,then,this textbook map

is giving them a distorted picture of the actual size of the wOrld's countries and cOntinents.

Why should this beP The answer lies in the history Of the �τercator map.

少

卿 4試制眠g蹴置罵蹴:温隅
SolrL AneFiCa thOIlgL SotHL A画 観hな とanally 6 tincslatger.

Figure 7a
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The No■ h18.9m‖ sq m‖。s

The Mercator projection was

devlsed by a European mapmaker

named Gerhard Kremer, whose name

in Latin was《�lercator'生 Being Ger‐

man,Kremer put his country Germany

in the centre,which explains the map's

Eurocentric perspective. The map it‐

self、vas devised in the year 1569, and

is thus 400 years old. At the tilne it

覇ras made, the A/1ercator map was a

breakthrOugh in cartography which

greatly aided ship navigation in the

as a tool for giving an accurate picture of

ば

age of European exploration and colonialsm. Yet,

the world, it is greatly flawed.

A number of critics have even caned the �生ercator map a(〔 racist"map. This is because the

countries in the north,where most white people lve(EurOpe,the USSR,North America),

look much bigger than they reany are while the countries in the south,Ivhere most non― 、vhites

l�e(Africa,South America,Asia),are shown much smaller than their real si5e.

To sunllnarize, then, the use of this �【ercator、vorid IIlaap in an Englsh language textbook

seems at first glance to be a positive idea which will raise language learners'global awareness.

Yet, after a bit of critical investigation, we find that that our mOdern English textbook,

written for the 1990s in an age of tく internationali5ation", is actually using a 400 year old map

fronl the 16th century覇〆hich gives a false picture of the、 vorld's area.

The use of this distorted h/1ercator rnap is not a problem Of iust one particular textbook.

Rather, as Kaiser(1987p.8)notes, the Mercator inap stin donlinates the inap l■ arket and

remains highly influential in shaping people's views of the world.I know rny oM/n melltal ilnage

of the world was shaped by the many WIercator maps used in my elementary and secondary

school textbooks back in Canada. I accepted as fact′ that that M′ as the way the、 ハ/orld was and

innocently beheved that Greenland was much larger than South Arnerica. It ttras only after

teaching for many years that l discovered how wrong my ittage、 vas. Even now, I tend to feel

angry at rny teachers and textbooks for having((lied"to rne about the real size of the world and

its regionsI

I_kx

監h欝.雛盈“鍋か
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If the Mercator map so serious―

ly distorts the areas of our Earth,

覇〆hat kind of map can、ve use in

our textbooks to give students an

accurate view of the worldP One

example is the new Peters Map,

produced with the support of the

United Nations Development Pro‐

granllne,which is shown in Figure

7c (Peters 1983).This map,

invented in 1974 by the German

historian ArnO Peters,is an ttequal area"map.All countries on it are shown accordillg to their

actual size. Since each region is shown with its correct area, there is no bias like in the

h/1ercator rnap.A person can see immediately,for example,that South America is actually six

times larger than Greeniand. By thus setting forth all countries in their true size and location,

the Peters map ensures obiectiVity and fairness to am peOples. It thus constitutes the kind of

textbook map that can promote an accurate vie、v of the world and enable true international

understanding

As rnOre and rnOre materials writers attempt to respOnd to the demands of our global age,

more and rnore language textbooks are featuring rnaps and images of our world.Probably,no

textbook would kno、 vingly teach students untrue factual or linguistic information.It is hard to

ilnagine a textbook which、 vould include sentences such as t〔 Paris is the capital of England",

《
Chinese is the language of Japan"OF咀 'WrOten'is the past tense of the verb'to write"'.In the

same way, we should ensure that the world maps we use in our textbooks avoid untrue

representations of our planet and give students as accurate a view as possible of the world as

it is.

CONCLUS10N

In this paper, we briefly discussed the r01e of images and values in foreign language

textbooks, We noted that the teaching of language requires a carrier cOntent to illustrate

points of language structure and use.We also discussed ho、v textbook irllages and language can

ThePas haP was ttcd五 1974byCemm Ltt A― Pach
醜 弾 k BhOW● BeL―HT acr7oFh aO角 auual tt I L far to劇

脚 ple and anon蜘遭 e国w� 陣 的 Le made
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contain hidden values that learners and teachers are not always conscious of. We looked at a

number Of specific examples of prOblematic irnages and values taken from actual foreign

language textbooks. 
′
rhese examples covered the teaching of vocabulary, grammar and

dialogues and looked at prOblematic textbook portrayals of women, materialstic values,

CO■llnerCial advertising, foreign cultures and the world as a whole.

The prOblems we found occurred in specific textbooks. However, remarks by other

language educators involved in textbook evaluation indicate that the kinds of problems

discussed in this paper are representative of similar problems in many other texts. Beattie

(1986p. 124), for example, states:

attι紀 ぬ 翻 ψ ″ ιυゲ″ワ%ει ナ協 チ 肋 弊 物 解 θο%駕ιs(物 αη げ 励 ο紹 う盗 ι″ θ%励 ι ヵ 砕 協 力 げ α絡

,%θ力ηι%聡t',19 cιttsヵ %珍ゲか ι夕9♂τι″力 %℃οtt s″7ιOttι″α肋 瘍″ιs),7ι α拓妙θs妨ィッげ

α財″防激容 ヵ s筋 ,ε力誘 α%プ 比πι 初力″力 α陀 %θ″ ″ゲあοか ?%盗″θ%ι″.ハリ 冴ο%うナゲ′タゲ〃 筋力ι %α夕υ

夕切 姑 う力 陀 α〃 カタ2送″怒 ι″αO力ι盗 うιθο%ι sttSゲ″υι ヵ sクε力 %α ,拷俗 ,α%″ チ筋力οο溢 勿 εοゅ θ陶 ″ηg

οタチカ″″αチ″励諺s防鱈ιγ οη tt sθ力θοたヵγ ttαリ ノ切終 蒻 Oγ 励0カ俗チ妙ク切γ.ハリ勿ι滋919ss,″

s力οク筋 η
"ル

タ万%εカル ιι ttc%″ 力 陀肋焼々εο%俗盗 ヵ 紘力ι ttια″γ αισOク%サ げ ιοη″婢 θ紹ゅ

う2税小 ,妙 s力ο″ケタ9ど 初ο%ι%αチタ0カ θ筋痘虎 滅ι力施力θ%,妙 εουι拘箔 α崩レ 紹禦 げ dοεカテ

sケ蕨α,力ηs,妙 励ε励″物g ttα 形拘α′αうο傷チゲ%ηttGηチ筋♭θ%/婉 E%拓9ク9,α%″ αbθクテF/o%θカーαη″

砂α%港カーψ効筋夕2g αttαs力 励97カ〃 レリγチ″,9″ .

Silnilar remarks are made by Littleiohn and Windeatt(1989p. 172), 、vho point out the

many kinds of values and bias that textbOOks may cOntain:

S餌ぬ物 カ ルηξ%坐w″ ασ力″ g夕陶 形%α港 ぬ .…■囃 θ%ι げ α%蕊 � オ″ %夕%うιγ げ α兜鉢 ″力〃力 θ%ι

物り んο々 ヵ γ (励 肋夕2ど夕は 0戯 力θθム ).Ottι 姑 物 を肪 うι ttgιぬ吻 ,紹じλ%,ι ″ぬ 2,力 ι″℃ stts物
,

ク%θ ― ογ α%″―s,%θ力胤懲, 夕γο― θγ α%″―αたθ力θ′α%ブ sο ο%, α%″ ゲナ λ %οチプ

"ι

ιι″ 力 ι09η坊,
励s″%じ容 9/ια∂んげ 肋奮ι tt LT ttα″万αた。…α ttειガ ω%盗9うθ誠 ,εθ%″励″T力%%″%ぬ 9/

εοん夕γ少んθチ9g拓妙燃 げクつψ″励 υα力θクs陶燃 ,s力θ″sθ%か 肋οι筋溌 ό砂″αη″うθ肋げ 滋盗ιカチ

励ιs″陀οみ少ιゲ%廼οf θ%ι λα%姑ε%力γα肋″″αηプ励ι οttιγぬα ttα%%′ ωοttιγ.4%ο ttιγ υιヮ

クψ %力γ εο%終つうOtt Oο %筋ル s ουιγ 滋″ゥ 宅虎陀 %ι盗 力 sηOttηど ογ ″力%筋夕2g励 滋ιヵ欝チ25 Dttcs,

励ι陀妙 ,Sοttι ″θク″ 里望ι,′τケサケ%た力♂α%プ M2ε励%物gs%ε力うιttυん%γ .
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Our survey in this paper、 vas exploratory, not cornprehensive. It、 vas meant to describe

some of the kinds of problems presented by textbook ilnages,not categorize a■ possible types

of problems. One ailn was to raise teachers'awareness of the kinds of nOn― hnguistic messages

their textbooks are giving to students. Another ailn、 vaも to highHght problems such as social

discrilnination,educational values,professional ethics,irlternational understanding and global

a、vareness as they concern textbooks. I hope this paper win help an those inv。 lved in the

language learning and teaching process to look more critically at their textbooks.I also hope

this will encourage textbook writers and classroolla teachers to strive for the educationalideals

set out by theヽ |「orld Confederation of Organisations of the′ reaching Professioni

力 ♪陶物ο″,力γ α〃 少妙 燃 げ 励ι ″οガ″,9?防″ゥ げ ψ″ 力%%ケウ ,少切ει,ブ雰肪 ι αη″ 励ゼ

つ陶″θ肋 %α%プ ι好″%s力η Q′ カク%αη,Sθ Oカチ, ιιο%ο吻ゲθ α%′ θttι蕨陶 J7盗フZた α%″ ノンιι♭り笏 .

(WCOTP 1989 p.7)
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